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Woman fired in '72 goes to high court
used to show that the complaints had
been made, Hanna said.
"Our argument was the report itself
had no substance, only the information
the reports contained. The court didn't
agree and allowed the petitions to be
used against Mrs. Young," Hanna said.
Hanna explained that it was up to
the university to prove just grounds for
revoking Young's contract.
Lucas County Common Pleas Judge
Reno Riley ruled that the university
had shown sufficient evidence. In addition, the judge said that the action
was justified because Young had
rejected the school's offer to hold a
hearing to review the contract
revocation.
Young was informed of her termination in a letter from former
university President William S. Carlson
in June, 1972, Hanna said. Six weeks
later she received another letter explaining that she could request a
hearing before university administrators if she wanted the decision
reviewed.

... A Bowling Green woman, fired from
her teaching position at the University
of Toledo in 1972, is appealing her case
to the U.S. Supreme Court, her attorney
Drew Hanna said yesterday.
In a brief filed yesterday, Agnes
Young, 35, wife of the owner of Young's
Gift Shop, 156 N. Main St., claims that
she was denied due process of law in the
1976 breach of contract lawsuit she lost
against the university, Hanna said.
Hann, a partner in Hanna & Hanna
Attorneys, said he will argue that his
client was denied the right to confront
the witnesses against her.
Young had
been teaching
mathematics at the university's
Community and Technical College for
five years when the University terminated her contract, Hanna said.
The university based its decision to
fire Young on a petition signed by 20
students who claimed that she was an
unfit teacher, Hanna said. The students
complained that she did not answer
questions properly, that she relied too
much on textbooks and did not bring in

outside materials, Hanna said.
"The reasons they gave for
requesting her termination were pretty
shaky," Hanna Indicated.
In addition, the university claimed it
had received complaints from some of
Young's colleagues saying she had not
attended committee meetings. She
disputed this, alleging that she had
been in attendance, Hanna said.
During the course of the trial, held in
May, 1976, in the Lucas County Court of
Common Pleas, only one student
testified and none of her colleagues
testified, Hanna said. The dean and
assistant dean of the Community and
Technical College testified that they
had received complaints about Young's
classroom performance, Hanna said.
He said he argued that the dean's
testimony was hearsay and therefore
inadmissable. The court rejected his
argument.
Hanna further argued that the
petitions should not be entered as
evidence if those who signed the
petition were not available to be
questioned by the defense. The court
ruled that the reports were inadmissable because they only were being

inside

Probation

By Jane Musgrave
Staff Reporter

the News
EDITORIALS...The
News
chooses the candidates it believes
are the best in today's Student
Government Association elections. Our opinion is on Page 2.
NEWS...Candidates for student
representative to the Board of
Trustees and SGA president are
profiled on Pages 6 and 7.
SPORTS...The Falcon baseball
team came from behind to post a
7-6 victory over Findlay College
yesterday. Bill Paul has the
details on Page 10.

Weather
Sunny
High62F(17C)
Low38F(3C)
5 percent chance of precipitation

"The first letter clearly indicated
that the decison had already been
made. A hearing at that point would

have been a sham," Hanna explained.
Following the decision of the Lucas
County Common Pleas Court, Hanna
appealed Young's case to the Sixth
District Court of Appeals. The court
ruled that Young had received a fair
trial, Hanna said.
The Ohio Supreme Court denied
review on grounds that the case did not
raise questions about any important
Constitutional issues, he said.
Hanna admitted that the "odds are
not too good" that the U.S. Supreme
Court will agree to har the case.
"Statistically, we have a one in 10
chance, but the case does raise some
important constitutional issues. For
that reason, we are optimistic that the
(Supreme) Court may accept the case
for full review," Hanna said.
He said the Court may use Young's
case to answer questions that were left
unresolved by a decision it made in the
early 1970s. In that case, Board of
Regents vs. Roth, the court ruled that in
order for a university to terminate a
professor it had to tell the person about
the right to a hearing prior to termination, Hanna explained.
The key word in the decision is

"prior," according to Hanna. The
university claims that even though it
fired Young first and told her she was
entitled to a hearing later, she still was
receiving benefits from the University.
If the court decides to hear the case,
it must decide if prior means prior to
job termination or prior to termination
of contract, Hanna said.
When
Young
began
court
proceedings six years ago, she
requested only $10,000 that she lost in

wages as a result of her contract's
abrupt termination.
Since then, Young has been unable
to obtain employment, he said. If
Young is successful in her lawsuit, she
may ask to be compensated for
damages to her reputation, Hanna said.
He said he will be told by the end of
July if the Supreme Court will review
the case. If it agrees to do so, Hanna
estimates the case will be heard late
next fall.

SGA candidate admits his role
By Cindy Leise
Staff Reporter
Jeff Kruszewski, the New Student
Progressive Party (NPP) presidential
candidate in the Student Government
elections today, admitted yesterday he
is under disciplinary probation by the
University.
Kruszewski, in answer to Bowling
Green Radio News Organization
(BGRNO) and News inquiries, said
University Standards and Procedures
director Derek Dickinson put him
under disciplinary probation until June
after he pleaded no contest to a
student's charge that Kruszewski
called the student on two nights about
four weeks ago and screamed into the
phone.
Another candidate for an SGA
position informed BGRNO that
Kruszewski was under probation.
KRUSZEWSKI SAID he pleaded no
contest to the charge "to get it out of the
way so I could continue with my
campaign" and because Dickinson
assured him it would have no effect on

his running for SGA president. He
He said a former roommate, who
admitted that he made the phone calls Kruszewski refused to give a position
when he was intoxicated and denied on the party ticket, probably publicized
BGRNO reports that the calls were his probationary status.
obscene.
In addition, Kruszewski said the
According to the SGA constitution,
candidates for SGA offices must "be in roommate provided evidence to the
good standing" with the University, but elections and opinions board that
Steve Moyer, SGA Elections and Kruszewski slipped a copy of his parOpinions Board chairman, said SGA ty's platform under his door, a camhas interpreted "good standing" as paign violation, and that Kruszewski
being in academics. He said he would had placed two campaign posters on the
not rule Kruszewski ineligible because same bulletin board.
Two violations disqualify a canof his probation.
Bobby G. Arrowsmith, assistant to didate, but Kruszewski was cleared of
the vice provost for student affairs, said the second charge.
the Student Code states that Standards
KRUSZEWSKI SAID he and the
and Procedures may recommend that a
former roommate became enemies
student under disciplinary probation
be ineligible for SGA offices, but said when the roommate also wanted to run
Dickinson did not rule Kruszewski for SGA president. He said he gave the
roommate a table, sofa, chair and a
ineligible.
KRUSZEWSKI SAID the "whole place on the NPP ticket to drop his
thing (publicizing his probation) has candidacy.
Kruszewski said the roommate then
been a nightmare" and asked that
students examine his qualifications and "started a vendetta" against him
the work he has put into developing his because Kruszewski wanted another
party platform, rather than indicting person on the ticket instead of the
roommate.
him for the probation.

Newsphoto by Karen Borchers
THE GUSTY WINDS of Bowling Green sent Linda Collins, freshman, out into the sun for an afternoon of kite flying. Collins who has
been a plastic kite hobbyist for 12 years, is seen here attached to the
strings of a kite in front of McDonald Quad.

Music prof's seen his college form, grow
By Paula Wlnslow
Staff Reporter
When Dr. James P. Kennedy came
to the University in 1937 to teach piano
and composition, total University
enrollment was 500 students and there
were about 50 faculty members.
Forty-one years later, as he looks
toward retirement in June, Kennedy,
professor of performance studies, sees
at least that many students and faculty
in the College of Musical Arts alone.
"When I came here, Bowling Green
was the last place you'd go for music,"
he said. "If we got good students, it was
by accident.
"NOW WE ARE one of the three best
music schools in the state," he proudly
added.
A kind gentleman with a warm
smile, he could pass for a favorite great
uncle. But Kennedy's friendly manner
is not his only credit. He has an impressive list of accomplishments at the
University as well.
"I had three goals to reach before I
retired," he said.
The first was to build a new music
building, a project now well underway.

Dr. James P. Kennedy

Newsphoto bv Greg Smestad

THE SECOND, to obtain collegiate
status for the department of music, was
reached In 1975 when the College of
Musical Arts was formed with Kennedy
as its first dean.
Establishing a doctoral program in

the college was his third goal. A
proposal for such a degree awaits the
Ohio Board of Regents approval.
Kennedy humbly attributes much of
the college's success to the faculty,
"who are second to none in the state."
He said he feels music is an important part of a broad education.
"We are more musical than
mathematical. We breathe in rhythm
and speak in different pitches.
"IF YOU GET an education without
music, you're not fully educated," he
noted.
For that reason, Kennedy said he
has tried to bring music and the fine
arts, which are so readily available in
larger cities, to University students and
faculty.
"This was a university out in a
cornfield. So we had to build a concert
stage in a cow pasture," he said.
KENNEDY'S MUSICAL interests
are not restricted to the University.
Like his cozy office, which includes a
baby grand piano and ornate lamps
made of musical instruments, his life
has been filled with music.
Raised in a methodist parsonage in
Iowa, Kennedy said his musically
talented parents provided him with
"the greatest climate in the world to
learn music."
"My father taught me (musical)
notes before reading," he added. _ ,
His musical training led him tram
childhood lessons to a doctoral degree,
from the University of Iowa to private

study at the Matthey Piano School in
London.

HE ALSO performed in a two-piano
concert team with his wife Theodora,
whom he met while studying at Northwestern University.
The couple has five children, all
musicians.
Kennedy's
professional
accomplishments include the 1940
National Composer's Award for a tone
poem, an award from the Composer's
Press for violin composition and
published choral music.
His philosophy about success in the
music world is simple.
"Talent is 90 percent perspiration,"
he claimed. "One is successful because
when the rest went home at six, he
stayed all night and practiced."
AFTER RETIREMENT, Kennedy
plans to keep a full schedule. He said he
wants to teach part time at the
University, continue to promote the
college, keep some of the 1,000 or more
contacts he has with alumni, devote
more time to composing and study the
Scriptures.
"Whatever the Lord wants me to
do," he summarized.
He added that he and his wife also
want to spend more time at their
summer home in Mt. Desert, Me.
After 41 years of watching the
University grow, Kennedy said he feels
a certain closeness to it, concluding,
"Bowling Green has been a wonderful
place."
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our choices
for sga elections
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Bob Wolfe will be stepping down after a successful and productive year
as Student Government Association (SGA) president. He has endorsed
M his successor Rob Wagner. Best Effort Student Ticket (BEST), and the
News agrees with that choice.
Wagner has served as a senator for a year and has proven to be a solid
and stabilizing influence there. If a president must have one quality, he
must be a listener, and Wagner is that. He allows all views to be expressed and he asks intelligent questions about those views.
Wagner has begun or had a hand in nearly all SGA projects for the
past year. Some of his own projects include research Into the liquor
grants required to have beer at parties on campus and the energy contest.
Wagner knows SGA, and he knows the procedural policies at the
University well. The News sees him as a capable producer of responsible
action In behalf of SGA.

trustees rep
The News endorses Mark Kretovlcs (BEST) to represent student views
on the Board of Trustees. Although he lacks any direct experience with
SGA, we feel that of all the candidates, he has the strongest grasp of the
issues with which he may be concerned. He has attended trustee
meetings in the past, which, unfortunately, we can't say for all the
candidates.
To us, out of all the candidates we interviewed, Kretovlcs also seems to
be the most unafraid to say what he thinks (and what the students think)
to the board.
In the past this has been a problem. Representatives have been elected
with the promise of a strong voice, yet they end up becoming yes men to
the Board of Trustees.
We caution whoever is elected to use all the voice that he is empowered to use.

vice-president

'judgment is founded on truth..

speokfng out

dirty tricks on the local level
f
AJ
1
.~ASometimes
when
a newsman gets
done writing a story there's a bad taste
in his mouth.
Last night, after I finished writing
the front page story about a Student
Government Association (SGA) candidate who recently was put on
disciplinary probation, I had that taste.
So many things were left dangling.
The reader was informed of Jeff
Kruszewski's
candidacy,
his
probationary standing with the
University because he made a few
nasty phone calls to a guy he didn't like,
and a few reasons why the story about
his probationary standing came up. But
when I was finished, I looked the story
over and found that it didn't provide
anything in the way of interpretation
for the reader.

THAT'S WHY I sat down at they
typewriter and began pounding this out.
I think we can learn a little about
power. Here's a fairly intelligent guyJeff Kruszewski-who wants to change
a lot around the University. So far, so
good. Some of his ideas, which he
presented to me in the interviews I held

'

—

By Cindy Leise
with SGA candidates, were good.
Others, such as a shuttle bus service for
off-campus students, may be a little too
ambitious. But that is never a crime.
But threatening or harrassing
people over the phone may well be, and
that is what Kruszewsld did about four
weeks ago to a guy he didn't like. That
guy reported him to Standards and
Procedures Director Derek Dickinson,
who allowed him to plead no contest to
the charges and be put on probation.
Dickinson reportedly told Kruszewski it
would not affect his campaign, which
already was well under way.
So Kruszewski campaigns like
crazy, making a few enemies along the
way, as all politicians do. Including his
roommate.
BOTH GUYS WANTED to run for
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SGA
president,
which
didn't
make•__
cohabitating a very nice scene. So
Kruszewski offers his roommate a
couch, table and chair and a senatorial
seat on Kurszewski's party ticket if he
drops the race. I'm not saying this is
okay, I thought it was so ridiculous that
I burst out laughing, not at all a cool
thing for a reporter to do.
U

Now here is where we might learn
something. Kruszewski decides he
knows a guy who could do the job he
offered his roommate better, so he tells
his roommate he can't be on his ticket.
His roommate joins another ticket and
alledgedly really starts slinging mud.
Kruszewski slipped one of his
campaign folders under the roommate's door, perhaps cocky that It's a
pretty good folder. This is a SGA
campaign violation, so the roommate
lures Kruszewski into the room the next
day and tapes Kruszewski admitting he
did it.
HIS ROOMMATE gives the tape to
SGA, which slaps a violation on
Kruszewsld. He narrowly avoids

WE m INSIST ON JWWNIN6
QDR tm EMBWGO AGAINST
[pY UNTIL WE GAIN"

let's hear
from you

ON WE Of WISE
OURCREWBI1 r

The News welcomes reader response
to editorial comment as well as
opinions on topics of student Interest, In
the form of letters to the editor and
guest columns.
All correspondence should be
typewritten and triple-spaced. Only
those letters and columns signed and
listing the author's address and phone
number for verification win be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed
300 words (30 typed lines (.Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject
letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, IN
University Hall.

OURWAW 'ti/PH

Although we feel that Kevin Reid, of the "snowball in heir party might
bring a few refreshing ideas to SGA, the News has to go with SST
candidate Merit! Lohr as the best person for the job of vice president.
Lohr's biggest concern would be to keep all SGA committees coordinated, involved and working hard. If she can follow through on that
promise, then SGA will be doing a lot more in a lot less time-and that
can never hurt a governing body.

state affairs
The SGA state and community affairs director has to be a good talker
as well as a good listener. Not only does he have to involve himself with
affairs outside the University that involve us, but he must keep
congressmen, both state and national, aware of our needs. The News
feels that Steve Hook (SST) is the best bet to do that.
BEST candidate Lyle Calcamuggia might have the lungs for the job,
but we wonder If he will be able to stick to the projects he begins.
Hook, however, has worked extensively in politics and is now involved
In Charles Kurfess' gubernatorial campaign.
A word of warning about that: If Hook wins, Kurfess will immediately
have to become his second priority. He must either devote his full time to
the job, or he may as well devote none at all to it.

uao directors
Two seats are available for the UAO directors-at-large, and the News
thinks that Sue Laubach and Luke Owens would complement each other
well In the job.
Laubach's experience speaks for itself. She has chaired UAO's administrative board, and has already worked with many of Its top officers.
Owens also has UAO experience and can provide valuable input for
minority students in the concert decision-making process. Minorities pay
just as much money as any students, and are entitled to a show or two
that can be geared to their Interests.

academic affairs
One of the three candidates for academic affairs coordinator, John
Hazehvood of the Student Progrssive Political Party (SPPP). admits that
he has never attended an academic council or faculty senate meeting, but
would investigate the groups if elected.
Which brings us down to two candidates: Jim Whalen of the Student
Services Ticket (SST) and Dave Barnes (BEST). Of the two, the News
recommends Whalen, who lists more specific gripes and suggestions
among the areas he would like to see improvements in. One of his top
priorities Is student problems with beginning English courses.
Whalen has also been involved with the Advisory Council on General
Fee Allocations (ACGFA), Student Arbitration Board and Mortdar
Board.
We feel he would have a better grasp of the Job.

senators
Sixteen persons will be elected as SGA senators. The News has not
endorsed a candidate for every position. In some cases when candidates
ran unopposed or we didn't feel we could choose a competent candidate,
we have withheld our vote.
We regret that we do not have the space to elaborate on our choices.
Off-campus-Blake Baker, Butch Miller
Sorority-Sue Mucclarone
Fraternity-Alvin Jeffries

MacDonald. Prout, French House-Margaret M. Powers
Harshman, Dunbar. Chapman-Tonl Mihalic
Kohl, Rodgers, Conklin-Jim Lemay

Kreischer, Ashley, Bntchelder ■ Jill Romanoff
Krelscher. Compton, Darrow-Kathryn Foster
Harshman, Anderson, Bromfleld-no endorsement
Ofenhauer-no endorsement

CITIZEN VANCE-1975
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another
violation,
which
he said was
also set up by the malicious roommate.
And If that Isn't enough downright
rotten political tactics, someone, and
Kruszewski thinks it was his roommate, informed the Bowling Green
Radio News Organization about
Kruszewski's disciplinary probation,
which already had been determined by
Dickinson to have no part in the
campaign.
We run the story, just as newspapers
around the country ran the story about
former Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz's crude joke about blacks. We
reasoned that If it had to do with a
candidate, it was important to students,
who have a chance this year to vote in a
SGA that can take the reins of power
that this year's SGA first grasped.
But think about the dirty tactics, the
silliness and downright malicious
actions of people involved. Just consider how these so-called politicians
will mature in a couple of years.
Maybe into another Nixon or John
Dean.
Cindy Leise Is a staff reporter and
former editorial editor for the News.
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speaking out

the other side of the kielbasa
Having worked at the BG News for
quite some time now, I probably know
how the paper runs as well as anyone.
There have been complaints from the
readers throughout the year about the
News' coverage-or lack of it—of certain
University events.
When I was putting in a 40-hour week
at the News, I thought most of the
criticism was unwarranted because
there were other stories that deserved
that play. But now, being a part-time
staffer, a has-been so to speak, I have
much more time to attend social events
and mingle with my people-the Polish
People's Union (PPU).
And now I realize that the News'
critics are right. Events important
enough to a significant portion of the
University population have been
ignored by the News. This must stop.
I'LL ADMIT THAT when I was
managing editor of the News, the PPU
was not covered and I have apologized
for that. But now that I'm president of
the organization, I feel the News should
begin covering the events and happenings of the Polish people.
Specific examples of legitimate news
that the News has failed to cover include:

Dennis
Sadowski

tej"

-Two weeks ago three Polish boys
were attacked by a kielbasa-wielding
madman. The police arrested the man
and he is scheduled to appear in court
Monday.
-There was a confrontation last
Thursday at Stasiu's "Club S" between
two Polish men and two wild.
University women. The women tried to
physically attack my Polish brothers.
This time police arrived too late to do
anything. They were last seen running
down Court Street waving the men's
white socks in the air.
-The White Sock Hop held in Northeast Commons at the beginning of the
quarter. It was the biggest social event
of the year for the Polish people,
yet
no one from the News was there to
record the events in pictures or words.
-The Monday night bowling leagues
in the Union. Bowling is the PPU's
biggest pastime. Perhaps a "Focus"

letters
tragedy
Yesterday it was gorgeous. Today it
is raining-again. With the rain came
tragic news-the news of the death of
one of my professors, Dr. Harold
Marquardt. Sometimes death seems so
unfair. This man of incredible insight,
of extreme sensitivity to the concerns
and needs of those around him, both
student needs and those of his
colleagues, this man of quiet manner
and dry wit, radiated a special warmth.

page could have been done on the
bowling leagues. But no one has been
there.
-Helen Stempowski and Jasiu
Biendelski's wedding went on for three
days and is being submitted to the
Guiness Book of World Records as the
longest wedding celebration on a
college campus in history.
-The Polish people's march through
Common Cafeteria demanding that
more polish meals be served.
(I would be more than glad to cover
these events, but it would constitute a
conflict of interests. I could be accused
of biased reporting and we all know that
isn't kosher.)
Another form of discrimination which

we Polish people endure is the constant
telling of Polish Jokes. Well, they aren't
funny. Having grown up in a Polish
neighborhood, I have seen these things
happen everyday and they are old hat
to me. So please think twice before
making such defamatory remarks.
We aren't the most intelligent people
of the world. It is not our fault we are
this way. Blame our parents. They
passed it down to us.
Remember, the Polish people will not
stand for this maltreatment much
longer. We will fight back and demand
what is ours.
Dennis SadowsU Is a staff writer for
the News.
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Dr. Marquardt produced in me a
desire to reach out beyond what was
obvious, trite, and mundane. To
challenge myself, to formulate my own
opinions, to examine things closely,
whether it be theory, research, or
another student's opinion.
Dr. Marquardt's dedication to bis
profession as an educator extended
beyond the confines of the classroom.
I am deeply saddened by is death and
will miss him.
Susan Brush-Han104 South River Road
Waterville, Ohio
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Discipline: A way of life
Modem educators who
advocate open, unstructured
classrooms
would
be
shocked at the way one
University course is run.
Tlie theory that students
learn better in free, undisciplined environments is
disregarded every Monday
and Thursday night when 110
students assemble at the St.
Thomas Moore Parish gym,
425 Thurstin Ave., to learn
and refine karate skills.
"All right, line up," instructor
Robert
D.
Nicholson, shouts.
The students, clad in white
loose-fitting white uniforms,
instantly stop whatever they
are doing and scramble to
attention. Bodies erect, eyes
straight ahead, they stand in
neatly formed lines waiting
for Nicholson to take his
place at the head of the
classroom. When he does,
they acknowledge his
presence by bowing in
unison. He bows in return.
THE
STUDENTS,
ranging in age from ten to 68,
know what Nicholson expects from them and perform accordingly. If the

presentation is not up to par,
they are penalized.
' 'Twenty-five push-ups off
the knuckles," Nicholson
told one student caught
slacking.
Students
receive no
college credit for the class,
which is offered through the
Office
of
Continuing
Education. But students say
that the personal benefits
they receive more than
compensate.
'TM IN A LOT better
shape than I was last year at
this time," Carl Beevins, a
31-year-old green belt, said.
"It's really good exercise
and you make a lot of good
friends. We have a good
time."
Although Nicholson, who
has a third degree black belt,
agreed that exercise and
getting in shape are two
important benefits of the
course, he emphasized that
karate offers students much
more.
"Karate is more than just
a sport. It's a way of life. The
discipline you learn in karate
carries over to other areas
as well."

Nicholson's wife, Mary
Anne, a first degree black
belt, helps her husband teach
the class. She. too, noted
other benefits of learning
karate.
"STUDENTS LEARN to
control themselves mentally
and physically. They learn to
control their emotions. You
can't get mad in karate. If
you do you're going to get
killed," she said.
Students enrolled in the
class are not required to stop
drinking or smoking, but
Nicholson said many do. The
students discover that they
no longer need those habits,
Nicholson said. Some
students report that the
discipline helps them with
their studies, he said.
The Nicholsons said they
try to teach students to
become aware of their
bodies. They explained that
students are shown their
body limitations-what they
can and cannot do.
"Karate is a lot of hard
work. But more than that it's
a lot of head work,"
Nicholson said.

BOB NICHOLSON USES a lot of hand movements when he
talks to his class. It does a good job In keeping their eyes on
him.

IN THE KATA, the middle body
block Is just one of may prearranged
karate techniques involved In a
predetermined
pattern
of
movements against up to eight
imaginery opponents.

IN AN ACTION-REACTION tension kata, Joe Nemeth puts ALL he has Into working against Bob
Nicholson's hands.

IN ONE OF her warm up exercises, Dee Shrestha stretches out her back and leg muscles.

DM AN ACTION-REACTION tension kata, as one arm comes
forward the other one retracts just as fast. When they pass
each other, the arms flip at the same Instant.

Photos by Dave Ryan
PARTICIPATING WITH THE class In "Tiger One," Mary Anne Nicholson works as hard as her
students to polish the movements involved.

Story by Jane Musgrave
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To protect the profession'

AAUP discusses tenure policy
By Paula Wtnslow
Staff Reporter
University tenure policies,
which control faculty
members' attainment of
permanent job security,
were the subject of a panel
discussion at the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP) meeting
Tuesday night.
The panel consisted of Dr.
Phil Jastram of the Ohio
AAUP conference, Dr.
Kenneth
W.
Rothe,
University provost, Dr. Karl
E. Vogt, dean of the College
of Business Administration,
and Dr. Douglas C. Neckers,
professor of chemistry.
According to Jastram,
tenure
policies
were
designated early this century when some faculty lost
positions because their
academic
philosophies
conflicted with those of the
University or college.

"ITS PURPOSE Is to
protect the profession
through the individual," he
added.
Many University faculty
are hired on temporary
renewable contracts, Rothe
explained. When the term
contract expires, the instructor can be dismissed,
granted an extended term
contract or signed on a
probationary contract
enabling him to be considered for tenure during his
sixth year of service.
He said that faculty also
may sign contracts with
seven-year
probationary
periods.
"The probationer will be
considered based on accomplishments in teaching,
research and service,"
Rothe noted.
Neckers
expressed
dissatisfaction with the
current University policy.
"I DONT BELIEVE we

should continue a dichotomy
here," he said, referring to
the existence of both temporary and probationary
contracts.
The AAUP, according to
Jastram, recognizes only
probationary contracts and
considers temporary contracts "illegal." He claimed
that term contracts often are
used to avert the awarding of
tenure by dismissing faculty
before they are eligible for
tenure status and higher
salaries.
The AAUP conflicts with
the University on policies
other than term contracts.

person that department can
And," he added.
Rothe agreed with
Jastram on that point, but
added, "That has never been
an operative policy here."
Vogt
commented,
"Tenure is a privilege, not a
right. It should be awarded
to those faculty as they
deserve It."
VOGT EXPLAINED that
each department should
decide on a definition of
"output expectations" for
faculty,
including
meritorious teaching,
curriculum design, research
accomplishments and public
service.
He stated that this
definition should remain
constant despite student
demands that could change
priorities within a college.
Jastram also expressed
the need for a consistent
tenure policy.

JASTRAM SAID that the
AAUP feels tenure should be
granted only if a faculty
member is the most
qualified for the position, not
solely on the basis of meeting
department expectations.
"At all times, he is
competing with the best

"Whatever a university's
policy, it should be consistent to allow for future
planning," he noted.
Rothe echoed Jastram's
position saying, "You can't
service student interest with
a stationary (fixed number)
faculty."
TENURE CAN lead to an
inflexible program by
retaining faculty who do not
fit in with the present system
or trends, he said.
Neckers said a problem
exists because state-funded
institutions are forced to
meet student demands and
trends in order to receive
necessary allocations.
Faculty should not be
dismissed only because the
popularity of a department
among
students
has
decreased, he argued.
Tenure is needed to
guarantee faculty security.

Bartenders may face permit suspensions

Crackdown on liquor violations begins

Npwsphoto by Dave Ryan
BROKEN WINDOWS ARE no problem for Jake Barker and he demonstrates
that as he repairs a glass pane in the breezeway between Hanna and University
halls. Barker has been a glazier with the University maintenance crew for nine
years and has replaced many broken windows In University buildings.

MISS BGSU THIS SATURDAY
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COUNTRY HOUSE
Bowling Green Rd East
Call for Party Reservations
Dancing & Drinking

352-6169

Citing a recent Gallup
Poll, department director
Clifford E. Reich, in a news
release said that one of every
four teenagers drink some
form of alcoholic beverage.
He is asking parents, tavern
owners, schools and local

police to help combat the
problem.
ESTABLISHMENTS
THAT sell liquor to minors
face a threat to 28 day permit
suspension. Persons who
purchase liquor for minors
also face charges.
Sue A. Hoffman, ODLC
public information director,
said that last year there
were five violations of
persons selling liquor to
youths between 14 and 17
years old in Wood County.
There
were
four
violations of liquor sale to 18-

THREE OTHER liquor
law violations in the county
Included allowing minors to
handle liquor and hiring a
minor in a liquor establishment, Hoffman reported.
Reich sent letters to law
enforcement associations in
the state seeking their help.
She said a letter also was
sent to the Ohio Licensed
Beverage Association, an
organization
of
tavern
owners and permit holders.

By Janet Ropers
Copy Editor
Imagine yourself racing
down the hills and around the
curves of the world's largest
roller coaster and receiving
academic credit for it.
This is not a wild fantasy
of a student stricken with
spring fever, but a reality for
persons enrolling in a particular University popular
culture seminar.
The seminar, scheduled
for June 30 July 2, was
designed in conjunction with
"Gemini,"
the world's
largest roller coaster now

under construction at Cedar
Point, near Sandusky.
OPEN TO interested
persons, the seminar was
developed by the popular
culture department and is
offered by the Office of
Continuing Education. It is
an in-depth study of
amusement parks with an
emphasis on roller coasters,
according to Ray B. Browne,
chairman of the popular
culture department. With the
trend toward a shorter workweek and Americans' increasing leisure time, the
seminar was formed to study
one asoect of leisure time

activity, he said.

"coaster freaks," he said.

The program, worth two
credit hours, was designed to
"interpret amusement park
phenomena," from an architectural,
sociological,
psychological or cultural
viewpoint, Browne said.
The popular culture
department directs the
seminar to three types of
persons: those who simply
are interested In amusement
parks, those who someday
want
to
work
with
amusement parks and those
who
are
proclaimed
woeoecaai

Pizza, Subs, Salad Bar

WELCOMES THEIR NEW ACTIVES

0pEN FOR LUNCH

440 E. Court St.
Right across from the Administration Building

FREE DELIVERY
Hours
11 AM - 2 AM

352-1596

"Ohio needs intensified
enforcement of teenage
drinking laws by our
department and local police
agencies;
extreme
carefulness on the part of
state liquor stores and
permit holders to check
identification of persons
when there is the slightest
doubt that they may be
underage,
and
communications
between
parents and schools and our
department
concerning
violations of the liquor
laws," Reich said in the
press release.

Brian Beichler
Craig Bejnker
Mark Donnelly
Jeff Fisher
Outstanding

PARTICIPANTS WILL be
contacted
before
the
seminar and given a list of
books to read as background
information. During the
seminar, students will hear
lectures by sociologists,
architects, engineers and
others concerned with roller
coasters.
From 7:30 a.m. to 8:30
p.m. each day of the
seminar, before Cedar Point
is opened to the public, park
workers will operate the
"Gemini" non-stop for the
participants. Everyone Is
expected to go on this earlymorning ride and, as Browne
Joked, "They get an A if they
do and a C if they don't"
During the remainder of
the day, students listen to
speakers and view and
PMWpW■——|
Givelo the

Mike McVey
MattSchmuhl
Paul Simboli
Pledge:

BRAD

American Cancer
Society.

American
Cancer I
Society f.

LE IS

And Congratulate
THEIR SPRING PLEDGES
Creg Arnold
John Martin
Larry Boyle
Brad Moore
Bob Buescher
Jeff Pen nington
Mark Cross
Bill Routh
Jack Hemp
Tim Sharp
Mike Ichrist
Craig Vanucci
Creg Loder
rOQQOQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQOQQQ<
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ABORTION

V

FULL TIME
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FULL TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT National Co Needs 10
students for Full-Time Summer Employment. Work
anywhere in U.S. including your own home town. Earn
$2,500-$3,000 plus Cash Scholarships For interview apply
in person April 26 or April 27 at eitl sr 2p.m., 3 p.m. or 4
p.m.. Student Service Bldg. The Forum.

Announcing the Spring Pledges of

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Martha Brewer
Nancy Barton

Connie Cramer
Sue Ludwig

¥

t¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

HOFFMAN SAID that the
department
started an
education program in
October, 1976, that has encouraged responsibility in
drinking to 20,000 students
at about 100 high schools.
The department is opposed to a legislative
proposal which would allow
19-year-old bartenders. "We
are concerned that they may
serve it to those who are too
young," she said.
Hoffman said Reich
encourages anybody witnessing violations to contact
local police.

Students ride roller coaster for credit

Close to Campus

tefcN

Want to go to

4
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SPAIN

but can't?
The next best thing is the

Spanish Wing!
Centrally located next to the Union. Prout Hall offers larger rooms, a
friendly atmosphere. 24-hour visitation, and an optional meal coupon
plan.
II Spanish is your major or minor, il you will be in (tie Spanish Cluster
spring quarter, or il vou have a strong interest in Spanish, contact Dr.
Mercedes Junquera Hys in 243 Schalzel: 372-2468. or at home: 3531643. Be sure lo call now!

i
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to 20-year-olds, who can
purchase 3.2 percent beer
but not liquor, she said.

The Brothers of
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

PAGLIAFS EAST

Tina Siebenaler
Maria Snyder
Andrea Ruetty
Dolisa Mann

Bartenders and liquor
salesmen soon may be
taking extra precautions In
selling alcohol. The Ohio
Department of Liquor
Control (ODLC) has announced that it will crackdown on persons who sell
alcohol to minors.

I

TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-10

p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

rOCX

discuss the park. They have
free time from 5:0M:30 p.m.
during which they can ride
the rides.
When the weekend
seminar
is
completed,
students must write a paper
detailing what they have
learned about amusement
parks. The course grade is
based on the paper.
IN CONNECTION with the
roller coaster course, the
University will receive a
roller coaster display on loan
from the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington D.C.
The display, which consists
of 70 enlarged pictures of
roller coasters around the
country, will be shown in the
Union during May.
The new course is the first
of its kind and the instructors
anxiously are awaiting the
unique weekend. Browne
claims it is the popular
culture's "do of the year"
and added, "We hope to have
at least one major television
network cover It."
Browne said he is "very
excited" about the prospect
of the unusual new course,
but when asked if he planned
to go on the early morning
roller coaster ride, he
replied with an emphatic
"no." He confessed that he
has not ridden a roller
coaster since Coney Island31 years ago.

r
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SGA
Fighting For You
Every Step of the Way
VOTE FOR THE CANDIDATES
OF YOUR CHOICE

TODAY
9 AM - 5 PM
BROWSING ROOM, UNION
Save at a reminder
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire reports

Ample recall petitions expected,
but Kucinich resignation unlikely
Organizers of a drive to remove
Cleveland Mayor Dennis J. Kucinich
said yesterday they will have enough
signatures on petitions to force a recall
election.
"The way it looks now, we're sure
we're going to do it," said Albert
Ballew, a spokesman for the Recall
Committee to Save Cleveland. "It's just
a question of how many signatures over
the 37,000 we are going to have."
Ballew said his organization will be
checking petitions today and tomorrow,
and will submit them to the clerk of the
City Council on Saturday, the deadline
for presenting the nearly 37,000
required signatures to force a recall
election.

within that period.
"The mayor has no intention of
resigning," said Andrew Juniewicz, a
spokesman for Kucinich.

state
THE CLERK WILL have 10 days to
check the signatures with the Cuyahoga
County Board of Elections to certify the
petitions. If the check shows there are
not enough valid signatures, the recall
organization would still have a 20-day
grace period to circulate additional
petitions.
If the petitions are certified,
Kucinich would have five days to
resign. If he decides to stay in office,
the City Council is required to schedule
a recall election within the next 30 to 60
days. The June 6 primary would fall

THE RECALL DRIVE was triggered
March 24 when Kucinich fired Police
Chief Richard Hongisto before
television cameras following a stormy
public dispute over allegations that
Kucinich's administration tried to force
Hongisto to make unethical decisions.
Kucinich, who has denied all
allegations of wrongdoing, had praised
Hongisto as the nation's finest police
officer when he hired him away from
his job as San Francisco County Sheriff
on Dec. 14,1977.

Lance faced with fraud charges
Two federal agencies charged former
Budget Director Bert Lance yesterday
with securities fraud for failing to
disclose his checking account overdrafts and insider loans when he was a
Georgia banker.
The civil complaint filed in U.S.
District Court in Atlanta by the
Securities and Exchange Commission
and the Comptroller of the Currency
also names the two banks Lance once
headed, the National Bank of Georgia
and the First National Bank of Calhoun,
Ga.
The complaint alleges that Lance

nation
and the banks violated securities laws
before he was appointed as President
Carter's budget director in 1973 by
failing to disclose loans to Lance's
relatives and Lance's checking account
overdrafts.
LANCE RESIGNED FROM the
Cabinet-level job last October because
of the controversy over his banking
practices.

Lance and the two banks signed a
consent order yesterday agreeing to the
injunction and agreeing with the SEC
and the comptroller not to violate
securities laws but without admitting or
denying the allegations.
The complaint does not prohibit
Lance from future banking activities.
However, the consent agreement
requires Lance to file reports when he
takes out loans. It also prevents him
from overdrawing any checking account except on terms available to
other customers at the same bank.

Peace mission takes adviser to China
President Carter is sending his
national security adviser to mainland
China next month for consultations that
will include talks on normalizing
relations with the Peking government.
Press secretary Jody Powell said
yesterday that Zbigniew Brzezinski,
Carter's assistant for national security
affairs, would be "prepared to reaffirm" the administration's goal of
normalizing relations with Peking.
Powell said, however, Brzezinski would
not be negotiating on the issues
blocking diplomatic recognition.
Powell said he knew of no plans for

world
Carter to visit China, and that
Brzezinski would not be paving the way
for such a trip.
CARTER HAS INDICATED a
reluctance to visit China, after trips by
Richard M. Nixon and Gerald R.Ford,
until high-ranking Chinese leaders
make reciprocal visits.
Brzezinski will visit China from May

20 to May 23 and then travel to Tokyo
and Seoul for talks with Japanese and
South Korean leaders about his Peking
stop, before returning to Washington.
The only other senior member of the
Carter administration to visit mainland
China has been Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance, who traveled to Peking
last August.
POWELL SAID THE visit was not
meant to send a message to the Soviet
Union, which is particularly concerned
about any indications of improved
relations between Washington and
Peking.

AP pholo

STUDENTS AT KANSAS State University race towards the finish line during the annual bed
races, one of the Spring Fling activities at the university this week.

Pollster says public will sacrifice

Inflation America's No.l concern
Americans are willing to make
individual sacrifices in their lifestyles
to help battle inflation and have lost
confidence in government and other
institutions, pollster Lou Harris said
yesterday.
"Basically, our people are far more
concerned with the quality of life and
far less with the unlimited acquisition
of more physical goods and services,"
Harris told a Senate subcommittee.
"These are radical findings by any
measure, because they mean that the
age of materialism as we have known it
is going to be radically altered."
Harris said his polls show the No. 1
issue facing the country is inflation,
with 82 percent of those responding
saying they worry about rising prices.
BY A 54-32 MARGIN, Americans
would accept small pay increases "with
some assurance the cost of living were

being brought under control," he said
Sixty-five percent "think it is very
important for Congress in 1978 to have
the courage to ask people to make
sacrifices where necessary," Harris
explained.

polls conducted by his research firm
this year, but he did not specify when
the polls were taken, how many people
were interviewed, the method of interviewing or the exact wording of the
questions.

"Over two in every three people
admit they are highly wasteful and a
much higher 92 percent think we are
going to have to find ways to cut back
on the amount of things we consume
and waste," he said. "A substantial 71
percent think such a cutback will mean
a cut in the U.S. standard of living."

He told the Senate subcommittee on
intergovernmental
relations
that
Americans' confidence in doctors has
plummeted to an all-time low, while
trust in government, big business and
other major institutions remains at
similarly depressed levels.

GIVEN THE CHOICE of reduced
consumption or continued inflation,
Joblessness and shortages of raw
materials, Americans picked the lessprofligate lifestyle by a 71 percent to 12
percent, Harris said.
Harris said the findings are from

"SOME 12 YEARS AGO-when we
began making such a measurementdoctors were close to sacred cows, with
73 percent expressing high confidence
in them," he said. But the current
approval rate is 39 percent, "the lowest
we ever recorded for leaders,of
medicine."
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SUMMER RENTALS

Listed Below Are
All The Realtors That
Give Better Service Than

PENDLETON REALTY

I

RIDGE MANOR
APARTMENTS
1 or2 people
3 or 4 people

EIGHTH STREET
APARTMENTS
1 - 4 people

OFF

■6 Block from campus
2 bedroom, furnished
All utilities paid

ANY
LP or TAPE

$ 125.00-month
$150.00-month

MAIN ST.

803 it 815 Eighth Street
2 bedroom, furnished
Air-conditioned
$140.00 plus electric

FR7ZEE~A~ Er^l^P ARTM ENTS
1V4 Blocks North of the "Towers"
Across the street from Univ. Tennis Courts
2 bedroom, furnished, 2 full baths
1-4 people
$140.00 plus electric

...ONLY

\SJ

$4.74

SALE

?$

)D RUNDGREN
nit Of Mink Hollow

if, Al The Children Sing
Dele-mi •llion H.nil.nly f.ldl' Av»,iy

%

7W%

SEALS &. CROFTS
Takin'ItEasy
Include* One More Time
M«drughiBlu* V^W IVl.-r
Breaking In A Brand New Ur

*W ...mi

$4.74
WITH COUPON

TODD RUNDGREN

Call 352-0717 or stop by
224 E. Woostcr Street

SEALS & CROFTS

VANHAIEN
Includes You Really Gol Me
Jamie sOytn Runnin WtlhThe Devil
Feel Your Love Tonight

**A****A*************A**********<»M¥»»

.ONLY

we can help you into something
cool for the summer...
SANDALS
handcrafted & designed just for
YOUR feet
2 year guarantee -fine leather
ONLY AT
METAMORPHOSIS
LEATHER SHOP
downtown, Bowling Green

E. WOOSTER
across from Harshman

WITH COUPON

Other locations starting from $110.00

time to stow your boots?
don't cry.

the other

25*

************* ********************

74

$9.

*#* ....ONLY
|

$4.74

rrMur^TVIViV-llakCUnhD-lrMinHrln,

3 LP SET

rM Bur****W i« ( W-cv^Nr-[lunxinrl
BOi DyUM mrrVou itwrivKunn* K»UH
ftlOKi'lOC MM(h*e-wtf< >AnrrvxvT l» SLIfOn
R«*ar> Sut' -Murtrn, kWfiv Hi *> WKOTI • Mr- W»ing

THE BAND

WITH COUPON
VANHALEN

TAKE 25* OFF OUR LOW...
LOW PRICES ON ANY
LP OR TAPE IN STOCK!

25* OFF
WITH COUPON

Finders Records and Tapes cordially invites
you to use this Coupon for 25« OFF any
LP or Recorded Tape of your choice. Excluding
used LP's. Expires Sunday, April 30th.
.-r-

~H
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Student candidates want better voice
Editors Note: This Is the
last of a series of article!
detailing the campaigns of
candidates
for Student
Government
Association
(SGA) offices. Elections
begin at I a.m. today In the
Browsing Room, Union.
By Cindy Lebe
Staff Reporter
The four candidates for
SGA representative to the
Board of Trustees said they
want to be elected today to
give students a better voice
on the board.
Frank Aveni, the Student
Services Ticket (SST)
candidate for representative
to the Board of Trustees,
said his current position as
assistant representative has
familiarized him with the
position.
"I've worked with Ron
i Bell) this year and I think I
could do a good job," Aveni
said, adding that he would be
concerned with getting information to students and
trustees.
FOR THAT reason, Aveni
said he would not favor the
student
representative
having a vote on the board
because he said he would
stand a better chance of
being listened to if he did not
have a vote.
"Right now, the rep can
go to the board and tell them
what students think and it
influences them a lot," Aveni
said. "But if I had a vote,
there would be an adversary
position where I would be
voting one way and they
would be voting another
way."

Aveni, who serves on the
executive council of Interfraternity Council and is a
member of a fraternity, said
he would use random polls
and contact resident advisers (RAs), fraternity and
sorority presidents, among
other persons, to determine
student opinion about issues.
HE SAID he also would
bring individual problems to
the board and would support
SGA proposals before the
board.

funds "until every penny is
accounted for." He also said
SGA should publish a weekly
periodical to publicize what
it has done.
"I'll make sure I know
what is going on and will
make sure that students are
represented," Beck said.
Mark Kretovics, the Best
Effort Student Ticket
(BEST) candidate for
representative to the Board
of Trustees, said there has
been a lack of student

SGA elections 78
W. Warren Beck, the New
Progressive Party (NNP)
candidate for representative
to the board, said he would
like to help the Board of
Trustees break away from
the influence of University
President Hollis A. Moore
Jr.
Beck, a rising sophomore
and member of La Union de
Estudiantes Latinos, said
trustees "go along with
whatever President Moore
says" and probably are
"afraid to bring anything
up."
He said he attended the
last board meeting and said
he would like to see trustees
more involved in allocation
of general fee money.
"It's TOO inflexible now,"
Beck said. "I'd like to see
more monies going to things
like longer library hours and
the shuttle bus program."
Beck said if he is elected,
he will research allocation of

representation in the Job and
pledged that he would do
better.
"AN EXAMPLE is the
$200 we're going to be hit
with next year," Kretovics
said. "Trustees were concerned a few years ago about
being the cheapest college in
the state and now we have to
bear the cost of putting increases off."
Kretovics, a rising senior
who has been a resident
adviser and a member of
Residence Life Association
(RLA) and its training
committee for RAs said he
would
get
better
representation to trustees by
using systemized polls and
by contacting representatives
from
student
organizations.
"This is
important,
rather than relying on what
several friends say about an
issue," he said, adding that
he would not become a puppet
to the board, which he

charged
current
representative Ron Bell and
other
representatives
became.
"TO GOING to speak my
mind," he said, "and if
someone asks me to shut up
they're going to have to have
a good reason."
He also said he would like
the board to break from
"having all the decisions
made before the meetings"
and have it "really listen" to
the student representative.
Orlando (0. J.) Williams,
the Student Progressive
Political Party (SPPP)
candidate
for
board
representative, said he sees
"a great need for student
input into the board,"
charging that increases in
tuition and fees "are being
made arbitrarily."
Williams, secretary of his
fraternity, said he will use
"facts, figures and surveys"
so the board cannot dispute
that he is voicing student
opinion.
"TO A GOOD communicator," Williams said,
"but I refuse to be intimidated."
Williams said he will put
pressure on trustees to
justify their decisons and
said that he will be concerned with student concerns.
He said that he will
support a bill in the Ohio
legislature that would give
student representatives a
vote in the Board of
Trustees.
"We need that vote to
have a show of power," he
said.

CANDIDATES FOR STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES-Warren Beck,
left, Orlando "OJ" Williams, Frank Aveni and Mark A. Kretovics.

Health club revived after 2 years
After being dissolved in
1976, the Health Care
Administration
Club
(HCAC) was revived.
President and organizer
Todd Almendinger said that
the club's objectives are to
orient health care administration students with
professionals and stimulate
interest in the field.
During his summer job at
a hospital, Almendinger met

a former club officer who
provided him with club
records and advice.
WITH THE HELP of
Edwin Tonneson, associate
dean of the College of
Business
Administration,
Almendinger
began
organizing the club in
March.
The University also is the
only school in Ohio that of-

fers a bachelor's degree
program in health care
administration.
After two meetings, the
club has 12 members, but
Almendinger said he would
like all SO students in the
health care administration
program to join the club.
The club also is open to
non-majors,
particularly
accounting and finance
majors with an interest in

health care, he said.
THIS SPRING, the club
may hold a dinner for area
health care administrators
and students could meet
veterans in the field,
Almendinger said.
Meetings are held at 7
p.m. the second and fourth
Wednesdays of each month
in
220
Business
Administration Bldg

Commuter Organization

Spring Fling
at Hydraulic Room on

Friday, April 28 9:00

MINI-MARATHON

$.50 in advance $1.00 at the door
Refreshments Served

•
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PIZZ
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Hey?! There's
a free Pepsi
in this cup.

Order any large pizza and you
can gel up to 4 Iree Pepsi s II
you order a small pizza you can
gel 2 Iree Pepsi s - no coupon
necessary all you have to do
is ask

Saturday, April 29th, 10 A.M.
6.2 mile race starting on Ridge St. behind the Student Services Bldg.
Pre-registration $2 individual, $5 team of 3. Fees are $1 higher on the
day of the race. Entry Blanks available at the information desk of the
Union.
Trophies will be awarded In the following catagories: 1st, 2nd, &
3rd Individual time; team of 3: over 40 and 18; 1st & 2nd fastest
women. Ribbons for all who run. Prizes have been donated by Cooper
Industrial Products. McDonald's, TV Facts, DJ*s Bike Shop, Sherwin
Williams & The Locker Room.
Proceeds go to the Heart Fund
Sponsored by the Charls Community

352-5221

S.P.P.P.

1616 E Woosler
Call us for last,
free delivery

Student's Progressive Political Party

Student Government Association
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Frazee Avenue Apt.
1 Vi block from Campus
2 bedrm with basements
Available Sept. 1

Call 352-0717
VVVYVvVVWVvVVVYVVVVVyVVWVvVvVVtfVVWV*!
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
214 NAPOLEON ROAD
Now leasing for Summer and Fall
1,2 Bedrooms and Efficiencies
Furnished and Unfurnished
Gas, Electric, Water, Trash Removal by owner
Open 10-6 M,W,F,SAT

10-8 T&Th.

Call 352-1195 AND RESERVE YOUR
APARTMENTNOW

"Strong Student Government"

Through Progressive Positive Action
We Will Make It Happen!
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S.G.A. Candidates

111111 IJlLl Hltei i«ltves

Pres.--Kenneth J. Chambers
Vice Pres.--Rick Larry
Coordinator of State and Community AffairsRicardo Bailey
Coordinator of Academic AffairsJohn Hazel wood
Student Representative To The Board of Trustees
O.J.Williams
U.A.O. Director-at-Large-Luke Owens, Jr.

Bri/linrj Green Slate University

S.G.A. Senators
W»rd
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

I (Oftenhauer, Prout, French House). Dorian Cunningham
II {McDonald Quadrant) - Giielle Jones
1111 Founders) - Kay Slater
IV (Rodgers, Kohl, Conklin) - Timothy launders
VI (Compton, Darrow) ■ Kathryn B. Foster
VII (Anderson, Bromfiold) - Steven Washington
VIII (Chapman, Dunbar) -Vanessa Sims,
IX (Fraternities) - Alvln Jelleries
XI (Oil Campus) Elaine Williams, George Larry, Tonl Martin

Vote S.G.A. - April 27, 1978

Thursday
"YES. NO. MAYBE) SEXUAL VALUES
CLARIFICATION"
Noon 2:00p.m. Harrison Room Union
Mark King and Ingrid Zachary
"SEX ROLES. INTIMACY AND PERSONAL
AWARENESS
2:00 5:00 p.m. Harrison Room Union
Drs. Bill and Barbara Forisha
"CHANGING AND ENDING RELATIONSHIPS"
7:30-9:30 p.m. -Wayne Room •- Union
Glen Strobel and Barbara Murphy
"ALL UNDER ONE ROOF"
8:00 9:30 p.m. • St. Mark's Lutheran Church lounge. Dr.
Valdemar Weber.
"AUTONOMY AND INTIMACY"
8:00-10:00p.m. ■■ Harrison Room - Union
Ernie Boswell.
10:10 P.M.--THE DAY IN REVIEW
Speakers from the day will be available to answer
Questions'. To be held through Friday. Request line 3722418. WFAL-AM (6801.
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Candidates advocate more SGA power
Editor's Note: This Is the
last of a series of articles
detailing the campaigns of
candidates
for
Student
Government
Association
(SGA) offices. Elections
begin at 9 a.m. today in the
Browsing Room, Union.
By Cindy Lelse
Staff Reporter
Candidates for president of
SGA said that they consider
themselves
the
first
spokesmen for students and
all six candidates said they
wanted SGA to have more
power.
Kenneth Chambers, the
Student
Progressive
Political Party (SPPP)
candidate for president, said
that serving as communications director and
law representative for the
Black Student Union (BSU),
has detailed a lot of campus
problems to him.

He said he would investigate Parking Services,
food services, student money
allocated to University
athletics, unfair charges for
the new Student Recreation
Center, space for students to
hold social gatherings and
overhead in University offices, including Parking
Services, which he said
earns about $40,000 more
than it puts back into services.

acquainted him with the way
power works on campus and
he said that SGA could
become the student power
that effects changes.
Chambers, a rising
senior, said if elected
president, he will serve all
student interests, not just
those of black students.

HE SAID SGA's power in
investigating those areas
"will depend on how well
SGA can mobilize students to
support it." Chambers said
the plan of action that has
worked best for him in the
BSU
is
"education,
organization
and
mobilization."
Chambers said his role in
the
investigation
of
University Police that led to
its proposed overhaul has

SGA elections '78

"WE ARE NOT interested in what is white or

black, but in what is right,"
Chambers said.
Jeff Kruszewski, the New
Progressive Party (NPP)
presidential candidate, said
his work to prepare himself
for the position and the
platform he has built makes
him the best candidate.
Kruszewski, a rising
senior, said he has spent the

past six months researching
what students really want
and said he scheduled appointments
with
administrators and University
personnel during spring
quarter and investigated
those desires.

the University money," he
said. Although Dascoulias,
a rising senior, said he
"realistically does not think
anything can be done with it
(SGA), he wants to be
elected to prove that SGA
does not mean much.

HE ADVOCATES:
-A
restructuring
of
parking services, determining the type of service

"THE
ADMINISTRATION and SGA
have a nice platonic
relationship," he said.
Robert (Rob) Wagner,
the Best Effort Student
Ticket (BEST) presidential
candidate, said a lot can be
done with SGA, as evidenced
by the projects completed by
this year's SGA.
He said if SGA senators
and officers research
problems "so they can go in
with their facts," administrators listen. Wagner,
currently a senator for
Conklin, Kohl and Rodgers
dormitories, said his work
with the Ohio Department of
Liquor Control has proven
that students do not need Fpermits to have campus
parties.

students want and then
changing the service through
SGA;
-Starting a shuttle bus
service to apartments in
Ward 2;
-Standardizing a teacher
evaluation and publicizing
the findings in a booklet
available to students;
—Improving
the
University's
academic
environment through bettering of Library Services
which includes longer hours;
-Selling 3.2 percent beer
at the Doyt L. Perry
stadium;
-INITIATING A campaign to improve student
pride in the campus and
reduce costs and damages.
He said he has determined that all of the points
on his platform are possible
and said that if he is elected,
he
substantially
will
decrease campus apathy.
"Once students see that
things can be done they will
have more faith in student
organizations," he said.
George Dascoullas, who
said he is running for SGA
president "as a joke,"
claims he is a true "straw
horse candidate."

CANDIDATES FOR SGA PRESIDENT-George Dascoullas, left, Robert E.
Wagner and Michael C. Voll.

Employees undergo audit
A payroll audit of
University contract staff
employees paid monthly will
be performed on campus
Friday, by the Internal
Auditing Department and
the Ohio State Auditor's
office, Christine Sexton,
University account clerk,
said yesterday.
All contract staff employees must go to the
Bursar's Office and present
identification to receive their
payroll checks, she said,
noting that this is the only
time employees are asked to
use the procedure this
academic year.
Sexton explained that the
audit applies only to contract

staff employees, mainly
administrative personnel.
She said that student, faculty
and classified employees
already had undergone
audits.
SHE SAID the purpose of
the audit is to "review
payroll
and
payroll
procedure at the University.
We want to make sure there
is a person for every check
going out of here," Sexton
said.
She described the audits as
"preventive
medicine"
which provides "adequate
safeguards to protect the
assets of the University as
well as employees."
A memorandum, sent to
all contract staff employees,
outlined specific guidelines
to complete the auditing
process.
THE MEMORANDUM
said that employee checks
sent directly to a bank "will
be handled in the regular
manner," but the nonnegotiable part of the check
will be available at the
Bursar's Office between S
a.m. and S p.m. Friday.
Mailed checks will be sent
Cleveland Area Residence mi
Summer Job* 13.00 7.00 i
hour. Kramer Painting Inc. Is
accepting applications
for
some 45 positions: Foreman,
assistant Foreman, supply
window
and
housewashers.
carpenter
Write David Kramer. 2&54 N
Moreiand No. 21. Cleveland.
Ohio 44120.

by certified mail for the
audit, requiring employees
to sign for the checks before
receiving them. Sexton said
that "99 percent" of the
mailed checks are for administrative personnel at
Firelands Branch Campus.
Checks and check stubs
not picked up at the Bursar's
Office Friday or Monday will
be available in 315
Administration Building, the
memorandum stated.

"I'LL BE THERE for an
alternative for students who
are disillusioned with
everyone else," he said,
adding that "SGA is more or
less a joke anyway.
"I'd like to streamline
SGA; reduce the number of
senators from 16 to 0," he
said, adding that "they don't
do anything anyway."
He blasted some of SGA's
projects this year, such as
the project to construct
mailboxes on campus for offcampus students, which is
expected to save the
University thousands of
dollars a year.
"It's not SGA's Job to save

IN ADDITION, Wagner
said he assisted in the
mailbox proposal which, if
implemented, will save the
University and students
money.
Although Wagner, who
will be a senior, said that
although SGA processes are
"basically time consuming,"
they can force change at the
University if they prepare
well so "the big guy (administration) won't push the
little guy (SGA) around."
Wagner said he has the
experience with SGA to
coordinate the work of SGA's
16 senators, which he says
the president must do.
"WE'LL FIGHT the administration as far as we
need to go (on issues),"
Wagner said. He is endorsed
by current SGA president
Bob Wolf.
Michael Voll, a rising
senior and Student Services
Ticket (SST) presidential
candidate, said he would
"pool the resources" of
campus groups to get things
done in SGA.
He said he would get
representatives
from
campus groups to discuss
their actions with SGA and
SGA would then work to
implement those actions.
Voll, a member of a
fraternity, said he is concerned about rising costs,

B*E*S*T*
TICKET
SAYS VOTE FOR THE FOLLOWING

CANDIDATES FOR SGA PRESIDENT-Jeff A. KruxewsU, left, and
Christopher J. Bartley.
food services and that the
persons in his party have
good projects. Voll said Jim
Walen,
candidate
for
academic affairs coordinator, is working on a
proposal for changing freshman English classes so
fewer students fail.
Voll said he is a good
organizer and his work in
Interfratemity Council and
his fraternity has given him
experience in dealing with
groups and has "made him a
leader."
CHRIS
BARTLEY,
presidential candidate for
what his running mate Kevin
Reid calls "the snowball in
hell" party, said he has more
chance than that to get
elected because students are
dissatisfied with SGA and
are looking for a fresh face.
Bartley, a rising senior,
said the University is "anti-

student" and the University's priority is making
money.
"Who in the hell is the
priority here?" he said,
adding that the Untverist)
has more red tape than the
U.S. Army, which he served
in for about three years.
Bartley said students
should have more sav in

!.ife
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT!

STUDENTS WITH ID. $1.50

STADIUM
01FICI
OHMS »T
7:00 P."

TROPICAL
PHOTO WORKSHOP
MIAMI BEACH
JULY 78
7 DAYS/6 NIGHTS $465
Intensive field anfl *o'Kshop
training to bring new e«pertise to
your photography techniques
Known professionals provide
personal and practical
instruction film and camera,
portraits and figure travel and
nature Photo field trips
'Single Rate Doubt Occupancy
Includes hotel Modified Amencan
Plan parties Free daily film
processing provided

STARTS TOMORROW!
fRIDAY "THE FURY" AT 7:30 AND 9:45 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2:00-7:30 AND 9:45 P.M.
SUNDAY AT 2:00-4:15-7:30 AND 9:45 P.M.

An experience in terror and suspense
KIRK DOUGLAS

JOHN CASSAVETES

CARRIE SNODGRESS

Write for detailed brochu'e and
reservation forms
PH0T0T0URS. DEPTH
7745 SW 33 TER .MIAMI
FLA. 33155 PH (305)446-5764

SGA C4ANDIDATES WHO ARE

THE BEST OF THE REST:
Vice-President
Merritt Lohr
U.A.O
Luke Owens
U.A.O
Sue Laubach
Anderson-Bromfield
Doug Shutt
Fraternities
Bob Kane
Offenhauer
B. Rotatori
Mac, Prout, French
Candy Moore
Mac, Prout, French.. .Margie Powers
Founders
Kay Slater

STARTS FRIDAY
"GRAY LADY DOWN"
*T7:>0AND»:30rVM.
A <«tlll.l4w» •• ■•« *' •"•" "«PM* |B »
NM(I*C Submawlmt •" O" ©<•••» ■•*!•
1450 l*«t b»ft*> *• ••• Th« ntott

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
IHI CUrr" A IIMIIV AND DRAMATIC »HM roc »*fS OH • '■• OOUGIAS AS A MAN
WHO IS TiVING TO tlSCUI HIS ttlNAGt ION *OtUStII O* fSVHlC POVVftS
(ROM A StCtfT U S GOVItNMIN' AGIN* • I
W «tiO STAitING
IN THIS HANK YAW A MS MODUCTION ARf
GlflS AND CHAtllS DUINING

NDMN

R.SSAVITB CAttll SNOO-
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STARTS TOMORROW!
FRIDAY "JUUA" AT 7:30 AND 9 40 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2:00-7:30 AND 9:40 P.M.

ENDORSED BY THE

SUNDAY AT 2:00-4:10-7:30 AND 9.40 P.M.

B*E*S*T*

(BEST EFFORT STUDENT TICKET)
President
Rob Wagner
Rep. to Trustees
Mark Kretovics
Academic Affairs
Dave Barnes
State & Comm. Affairs
L.
Calcamuggio
Off-Campus
Butch Miller
* Chapman-Dunbar
Sara Sherick
Rodgers, Kohl,
Pat Whitman
Conklin
Ed Berger
Sororities
S. Mucciaroni

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
— Jason Robards —
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

GBAY

VAttr .
POW&
CHARLTON HEST0N
DAVID CARRADINE
STACY KEACH
pt;

UlNVfRSAI WlN-HCrNCOIOR

— Vanessa Redgrave—
The sl4»r> »l
l»o women who**'
friendship suddenl>
became * mutter of
life tind Heath.
Jono Fonda

I

Vanvsta Rodgravo

ENDS TONIGHT:
XMmtm Ml n» ■

'imuilw mil'"

ENDS TOMITl: "COMA" AT 7:30 AND 9:25 P.M

make tracks to pagJiai's for a terrific chef's salad

ws

- "*

or choos. from our oth.r gr.at m.ali. pagliai's is open Sun.4 p.m..-Midnight: Mon.-Wed. 11a.m.-la.m.ph. 352-7571

Thurs.. Fri., Sat. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.
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New Shipment of Straw Hats
Just arrived at The Western Look
7 Different Styles To Choose From

Sell Resort Property g
«
*i

Come in and look them over.
I'm sure you'll find one you like.

For further information!
j
call Placement Office;

- The Western Look

372-2356

128 W. Wooster

ssssssmsssssssmssssjssmsmsJS
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Design Haircutting
for the entire family

Welcomes Their
Spring Pledge Class
of 1978

Complete chemical service

ivatmtKammmmmammmsvsmmmivmmmBsimmmi

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO |
I

PHONE 352-9378
NOW LEASING FALL AND SUMMER
9:00 - 5:00 MON.FRI. — 1:00 - 4:00 SAT.

APARTMENT COMPLEXES

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

2 BEDROOM-FURNISHED
GAS HEAT & AIR CONDITIONING
LAUNDRY AREA IN EACH BLDG.
TENANTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY
LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE

U

|

§
§

SPECIAL FEATURES
• ALL RESIDENTS HAVE USE OF B.G.'S ONLY
YEAR 'ROUND POOL WITH LARGE GAME &
PARTY ROOM. • HUGE FIREPLACE. • PIUG
PONG. POOL TABLE. PIN BALL MACHINES.
KITCHEN, PIANO & COLORED TV.

OTHER RENTALS
• HOUSES. EFFICIENCIES, 1 BDRM
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
THIS IS
MELLOW
HOTLINE'
WHERE'S
Y0URHEA9
AT?

mm A BAD
PLACB. DANI'M INCREDIBLY BUMMED

fomi

UHAT WENT DOWN, SEE. IS
THAT MYLOVER AND I HAP
MY EX OVER FOR. DINNER,
AND, UKE. WE 6OTNT0 THIS
INCRED/BIE HlbH-ENER&Y
RAP ON MELLOW, Y'KNOUI ?

WEIL, MY LOVER COULOfT
HANDLE THE TRIP AND EVER
SINCE, HE'S BEEN DO/NO A
REAL ANXIETY NUMBER ON
ME, AND LIKE, LUE HAVEN'T
BEEN ABLE TO RELATE TO
EACH OTHER EORUEEKS'.

the crimping
tree inc.

Congratulations

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT APRTS.-8TH & HIGH ST.
BUCKEYE HOUSE-649 SIXTH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE-650 SIXTH ST.
MEADOWLARK-818 SEVENTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS.-BETWEEN 6TH & 7TH ST.

Lectures and Classes
PDLPC Workshop noon, Harrison Room, Union. "Yes, No,
• Maybe? Sexual Values Clarification."
Health and Community Services lecture 2:30 p.m., Assembly
Room, McFall Center. Problems of the Aged.
PDLPC Workshop 7:309:30 p.m., Wayne Room, Union.
"Changingor Ending Relationships."
Entertainment
International Coffee Hour 2-4 p.m., 17 Williams
African Unity Week Event 7 p.m., Amanl Room, Commons. A
play on African history.
Second Season Production 7 p.m. Joe E. Brown Theater,
University Hall. "Taming of the Shrew." Admission 50 cents.
Stargazing 8 p.m.. roof, Life Sciences. Weather permitting.
Swan Club Show--8:30 p.m. Natatorlum. "The Little Seamaid."
Admission $1.50, students SI.

available at

Mike Jerome
Scott Sabreen
John Leonbruno Tony Pinto

•
•
•
•
•
•

Campus Calendar is a dally listing of campus events
k meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to
•eaders. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open to
ihe public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar forms are
available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 372 2003. There
s no charge for submitting listings to the section.
THURSDAY
Meetings
SGA elections 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Browsing Room, Union. Open to all
undergraduate students with BGSU ID and a current validation
card.
Environmental Interest Group all day. Arbor Day tree tagging
contest
School Interview Sign ups 6 7 p.m.. Forum, Student Services.
The Way Campus Outreach 8 p.m., 831 7th St., Apt. 11. Informal
Christian fellowship.

\^er-4r-&<-4r-jr-j?

elMifiJ IrLLL

835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

Campus calendar

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER JOB?

I
§
I
|

design hair cutting
110W. Poe Rd.
352-7705

Evening Appointments
Now Available
OPEN TUES.- FRI. 9 - 8 SAT. 9 - 4:30

ALPHA
XI DELTA
PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES THEIR
NEW ACTIVES
Linda Cross
Joni Embrescia
PamFeick
Cindy Grant
Patty Konteratos
Cindy Lang
Lori I ill

Michele Madzelonka
Kathy Miller
VickiSidlow
Robin Tant
Ann Tapley
Betsy Topper
Susan Volz

Congratulations to
Margie Grim
Outstanding Pledge

MODEL OPEN-COME & SEE
mm

Student Services
Ticket
We want to work for You!

President
Michael Voll
Vice-President
Meritt Lohr
Student Representative
Frank Aveni
Academic Affairs
Jim Whalen
State & Community
Steve Hook
MacDonald & Prout Candy Moore, Margie Powers
Rodgers, Kohl, Conklin
Jim Lemay
Fraternity
Bob Kane
Sorority
RoseTombazzi
Off-Campus
Greg Mayernik
Cindy Breitholle
Gary Schnacke
Offenhauer
Michael Poock
TJ.A.O. Representatives
Sue Laubach
Billy Yavorsky

VOTE TODAY:
UNION BROWSING ROOM

Oval shaped copper rimmed
prescription
glasses.
Lost
somewhere' around Clough St.
REWARD ottered. Please call
372 6315.
Find a pocketwatch? Call
Shelly collect 833 3686.
Large grev & white cat. Whit
flea collar. REWARD. 352 1547
or 372 2716.
SERVICES OFFERED
Brand
new
Troy
Bill
Rototlller. We'll make the
toughest part of gardening
■;asy on vou! Lst us till your
garden. Ph 6*6-3717, 7pm11pm.
Pregnancy Aid ft Under
standing. EMPA. Emotional
Material & Pregnancy Aid.
372 5776 8. 352 9393
Professional Sound Systems.
The Music Machine offers
sound for all sorts of parties.
Call Dave Brown at 352 2900.
WANTED
M. rmmte. next yr. 2 qtrs.
lease. 841 Luther Apts. Prefer
grad or serious student. 352
4846.
1 F. rmmte. for 78 79 school yr.
All util paid except elec $90 a
month. Across from campus.
Call 372 5191.
Needed 2 F. rmmtes. for 78-79
school year. Apt very close to
campus. $90 a month, includes
Util. 352 6048 or 352-6209.
1 F. rmmte. needed for 4
person furn. apt. Close to
campus. Call 2 1815 or 2 4823.
Needed: 2 rmmtes. to share
house for summer. Call eve.
352 4368. Rent negotiable.
F. rmmte. needed $75 a month
pluselec. 352 7176.
HELPWANTED
Full 8. part time jobs open on
all 3 shifts. Apply in person
only. FRISCH'S BIG BOY.
1540 E. Wooster.
Summer
camp
positions
available at Camp Singing
Hills: Unit leaders, Coun
selors.
Business Manager,
Waterfront Assistants, Nurse,
Kitchen Aid. Contact Indiana
Lakeland Girl Scout Council,
2202 California Road, Elkhart,
Indiana 46514. 219 264-3144.
FULL
TIME
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT.
National
company needs 10 students for
full-time
summer
employment. Work anywhere in
U.S. including your own home
town. Earn $2,5OO$3.O0O plus
cash scholarship. For Interview apply in person. April
26 and 27th at either 2pm, 3pm,
or 4 pm. Student Services
Bldg.. The Forum.
Cook,
Bartenders,
Night
waitresses needed over 21.
Apply in person. For Birvarian Inn, Route 24 Grand
Rapids, Ohio.
We need waitresses, waiters,
pizza makers ft delivery
people. Apply between 4-9 pm.
M Fri. at 440 E. Court St.
PagllaisEast.
The BG News needs Sales
people to sell advertising in the
Toledo Area ■ Come to 1C6
University Hall for an application.
Applications are now being
taken for BG News advertising
salesperson for next year:
beginning
training
this
quarter. Only serious applicants need apply. Any
maior, any class rank eligible.
Application deadline is April
28th. Fill out an application at
106 University Hall, 830500
MF. We are an equal op
portunity employer. Must have
car.
Delta
Gamma
houseboy
wanted for 78 79 school year.
Call 2 2860
FOR SALE
1971 Flat 850. $275 or trade for
VW Bug 372 5728.
1971 VW Squareback needs
new trans. $300 372 3844.
24" x 16" x 12" stereo speakers
with 12 Inch driver $35 each.
Call Marly 372 5633.
Mothers Day Gift, hand made
doll pot holders. Assorted

IBM Selectric typewriter $325.
Newly
cleaned and
conditioned. Ph. 352 6755eve.
1976 Kawasaki KZ 400ce. 1
season old. Excel, cond. 3536621.
Complete Sound System with 4
ft. column speakers. Must sell
Call today Findlay 424 0513.
FOB RENT
1 bedrm. apt. avail, for
summer.
Very
Close
To
Campus. 352 6735.
FOR SUMMER: 4 bedrm.
house. 303 S. Prospect. Furn.
effec. & furn. 3 bedrm. apt. 256
S College 353 3611.
1 bedrm. apt. avail. June 15th.
352 1770.
Summer apartments 2 bedrm.
turn, pool 352 4671 or 3521800.
First Occupancy Fall 78. 2
bedrm. furn. 708 5th St. 3523445.
SUMMER RENTALS
525 E. Merry St. 2 bedrm apts.
$450 per quarter plus electric
furnished.
824 Sixth St. 2 bedrm apts. $350
per quarter plus electric
furnished.
Call Newlove Realty 352-5163.
Thurstin Manor Apts. air
cond., fully carpeted, cable
TV, laundry facilities. Effec.
Now leasing for summer ft
fall. 451 Thurstin St 352 5435.
HOUSES, 2 bedrm apts. &
single rooms. FOR SUMMER
RENTAL Ph. 352 7365.
ENJOY SUMMER LIVING AT
ROCKLEDGE MANOR. 850
6th St. and S. College. Lg 1100
sq. ft. luxury 2 bedrm. 2 full
baths, air cond., turn., cable
vision, dishwasher and lots of
closets. SPECIAL REDUCED
SUMMER RATES. Resident
manager apt. No. 2.352-3841.
Summer rental from 6-15, 2
bedrm. upstairs apt., furn.,
with 3 beds. Cal 1352-2065.
Summer rental from 6-15, 3
bedrm. ft 4 beds, furn. house,
call 352-2065.
PERSONALS
Verna: Congrats on AX Kit
Chen Chairman. You'll make a
good rag! PS. Glad to see that
thing finally fell off your hand!
Love A. J., Kimberlyft C.T.
Roly
Poly
Willy
Wump
Wumps: A special thanks for a
FANTASTIC vacation! The
lour letter word.
The Alpha Xi's welcome Pat
Oseroff, Rose Tombazzi. Lisa
Herbert,
Sue
Mussiarone,
Fran Voiir, Sherry Walker ft
Deb Bellum into our house for
the living exchange. We're
happy to have you be our
sisters for the day. .
Baby squirrels - the Alpha
Gams welcome you to the
"nutty nest." We're proud of
our new spring pledges! Get
ready for a super quarter
Gammersl
Chi O's, After the serves, the
spikes 8. sets, the suds will
flow, you can bet! Get psyched
for the Chi O Sig Ep Volleyball
Warm-up.
Congratulations to Barb 8.
Wally on your Alpha Xi Sigma
Chi lavallerlng. Love, The
Alpha Xi's..
Thanks Phi Psl's for the tea
Friday night. It's nice getting
together with you! The Alpha
Gams.
Sue Volg We think It's super
that you landed an R.A.
position! Congratulations, The
Alpha Xi's.
Alpha Gams say thanks to our
secret sorority for trje surprise
Monday night. The cookies
were
yummyl
Your
thoughtfulness Is really appr eclated.
Alpha Xi's think their spring
pledges are the GREATEST!
Gammers say: "Bump bump
Beta, We're gonna win the
Beta I" Let's make II two In a
row sisters. Get psyched.
Xi's got spirit ft are gettln
ready for a fantastic Greek
week.
Meritt This Is to let you know
how very special you are. Good

All friends of Jeff Simer know
that Frank Aveni is the only
candidate for Rep. To Board of
Trustees. VOTE.
Being red ft green like you
makes us proud, we love you
too! Love, Lll' Phi Psi's.
The Brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau would like to thank all the
houses who participated in last
weekends
Basketball
' Marathon.
A special thanks to CAMPUS
ENTER PRISES for the superb
job of providing tunes for the
Basketball Marathon. FISH.
Thanks Zip. Glnz, Douch,
Death, Golden, O tip. Mick,
Bags 8. Monte for your time ft
effort. Fish.
Sets-I've never gone out with a
guy who could make lights
flash like that! AL.
Many thanks to the Alpha Sigs
. Rich Mandau, Dave Zimmerman & Doug Tidd for
helping us with our formal
dessert. We really appreciate
it! Love, The Alpha Pelts.
The Alpha Delts thank the
SAE's
for
starting
our
weekend with your warm up
teal
Congratulations to Lisa Seltzer
for becoming D.J. on WFAL.
We're proud of you I Love,
Your Alpha Delt sisters.
JAN
BUCHER:
Congratulations
on
being
named Co-Chairman of 1979
Greek Week. We're all proud
of you 8. know you will do a fine
iob. Love, Your Delta Zeta
Sisters.
Z.T.A's get psyched for Greek
Week ft we'll see you at the
Beta.
Love,
Your Secret
Sorority.
Alpha Gams don't be blue
we'll soon give you a clue.
Happy Hunting. SS.
DZ's: Spring is on its way have
a nice day! Love, Your Secret
Sorority.
DG's: Shake a leg ft get
psyched for the BETA 500!
Phi Taus: Congratualfions on
a great B ball Marathon. You
did a good iob Fish ft Zip.
Love, the Little Taus.
Vote
for
CINDY
BREITHOLLE for off Campus
Senator. S.ST. Ticket.
Good luck to Jim Whalen in
today's elections for Academic
Affairs
Coordinator.
The
Brothers of SAE.
How to do what you want to do
where you want to do It. Career
8t Life Planning workshop with
Dr. Ross Miller, 9am 5pm
Saturday, April
29,
UCF
Center, 313 Thurstin. Call 3527534.
PI Kappa Alpha Lll Sis Car
Wash Sunday April 30th at 2.
Outside the Pike House SI.
Sigma Chi's ft baseball- a first
place combination! Best of
luck for your games. (A little
pep talk from the coach's
"wife")
Good luck to Meritt Lohr In
today's SGA elections! VOTE
FOR MERITT FOR VICE
PRESIDENTI
The
Alpha
Phi's.
Sherry I'm proud to be your
"Double" this Sat. Good Luck
in the pageant I Love Lantzer.
Elect Jim Whalen Coordinator
of Academic Affairs-Student
Services Ticket.

44077.
Write for a
brochure
(stamp
preciated).

free
ap-

FREE for the asking Vi gal. of
Pepsi In a resealable bottle
when you purchase any 16 inch
pizza from Pisanello's Pizza.
352-5166. Please ask for your
free pop when ordering. 1
coupon or value per pizza
Houseboy needed for 78 79
school year Call, The Alpha
Gamma Delta House 372-3495
lor information.
Thursday is college night at
Eunie's 809 S. Main. Happy
Hours 9 12, Sat. 4 7.
TRAIN NOW FOR APRIL
29THMINI MARATHON!
Congratulations
Chuck
ft
Jackie on your Sigma ChlAlpha Zi engagement. The
Brothersol Sigma Chi.
Dave
ft
Teresa
congratulations on your long
predicted Sigma Chi-Alpha
Gamma pinning. The Brothers
ol Sigma Chi.
Congratulations 8. the best of
luck to Chris on your announced engagement
The
Brothers of Sigma Chi.
What ever happened to the
"old" Mike Sclortlno? Signed*;
the "Still Single" Brothers of*
Sigma Chi.
Hey Marsha, where did you get
such Sexy eyes? Zeta pledges
are psyched to get their bigs!
Elect the Best. Pat Whitman
Senator,
Kohl,
Conklin,
Rodgers
Wendy: Do you really know
how to cook or do you just like
to have Dough near by? Lots of
Love your sisters.
Pam:
Hope
your "semi
skinny"
with
Mark
on
Saturday night was even
better than what you told usl
Love, your sisters.
The Sig Eps congratulate The
Members of the Volleyball
team on winning the AllFraternity
Volleyball
Championship. Go Sig Ep.
Congratulations Terry Ryan
lor being elected to your much
deserved office of B.A. The
Kappa Slgs.
Congratulations
to
Kappa
Sigma's
Newly
Elected
Officers. Thanks Past officers
for a job well done.
Frautch, I'm dizzy over you.
Tu eres el mejor. Love; su
amigo.
Little Candy good luck with
SGA elections. KD Love, Big
Lynn.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PRINCE
ALBERT
CORRECTION FROM TUES.:
THE
CARDINAL
ROOM,
UNION, HAS FISH SANDWICH, FRENCH. FRIES ft
COLE SLAW ALL FOR $1 ON
FRIDAY BETWEEN 11AM ft
6PM

The Alpha Phi's wish Patty
Krasberg & the BG Swan Club
good luck in their "Little Sea
Maid" sync, swim show this
Thurs. -Fri.-Sat.
Good luck to Sherry Hornberger in the Miss BGSU
Pageant this Saturday! You
can do It, Honey! Love, The
Alpha Phi's.
To the Alpha D«ita pi's. The
house of the violet & of the
colors white ft blue. This Is
your special week ft this
"Secret Sorority" is devoting
It's attention to you!
We don't have to think twice
Elect The Best. Pat Whitman
when we say The Sisters of
Senator
Kohl,
Conklin,
Alpha Delta Pi are extra nlcel
Rodgers.
Love, Your S.S.
LINDA SHAFFER Good luck
SORRY WE SPELLED YOUR
In the Miss BGSU Pageant.
NAME WRONG MICHELLE
We're behind you all the way!!
MILLER. NEW ACTIVE IN
Love, Your KD Sisters.
ALPHA PHI. LOVE, THE BG
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS:
NEWS.
Have your events put in Day
The Grateful Dead. The Blues,
by Day Calendar for 1978-79.
Morning Maniac Music, and
Call Dave Glass at UAO Office.
Dennla Adsil on the hottest FM
3722343.
•A DAY WITHOUT SEX, Is a day station In the Midwest. WBOUFM Friday from 2-6 pm.
without sunshine" or will print
DEAREST RICK S.: THESE
anything on a bright dayglo
CLASSIFIEDS ARE GET
Bumper
Sticker
$1.35.
TING OUT OF HAND. THEY
Original, 65 cents each adARE MAKING ME ILL. LOVE
ditional, ELS Specialties, PO
YOUR DEAREST. TYPIST
Box 1041 BG, Falrport, Ohio
AND G.D.I. SARA (grins)
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Shakespearean play opens today
Nevertheless, Wentworth said, "It's about two really neat,
beautiful people in an artificial world-even though they fight
a lot"

Preview by
JlmFUck
"The Taming of the Shrew," WUllam Shakespeare's
classic farce, opens at 8 p.m. tonight in Joe E. Brown
Theater and director Lynn Wentworth has a Ugh goal.
"I just want my cast to capture the spirit of madcap
foolery," laughed Wentworth, a teaching fellow in speech,
"everyone runs around playing tricks on each other. It's a
wonderful, fun-loving thing."
Sounds like a Saturday night at Howards.
PETRUCHIO SETS out to tame Katharine, a shrewish
woman, and marry her for her money. He does marry her
and Katharina makes a lot of submissive gestures and
speeches, but after her last tongue-in-cheek oratory, you
have to wonder who tamed who.
The taming Itself is rough and slapstick; the pair bat each
other around for quite a while without showing much affection.

WENTWORTH HAS inserted a final section from another
play, possibly written by Shakespeare, which gives
Christopher Sly a final, more conclusive speech.
"The challenge is working with Shakespeare's language,"
Wentworth sighed. The bard's convoluted and archaicthough beautiful-language scares many persons away from
reading Shakespeare, the sire of modern drama.
Because of the artful convolutions of Shakespeare's
language, rhythm and meter are more important. Audiences
often can grasp the feeling and meaning of Shakespearen
language through the pattern of gestures, inflections and
accents.
"WE DONT want to break up the rhythm," Wentworth
said.
Graduate students have been cast in the two lead roles.

Because the roles are loaded with the bulk of the longer
speeches, experience is essential in the lead actress and
actor.
Barbara Wilson will play Katharina, the shrew, and Roger
A. Gerhardstein will portray Petruchio. Gerhardstein excelled as So hill in last quarter's "The Visit."
BELOW THE two leads, Wentworth will use students with
all ranges of theatrical experience, including freshmen in
their first University production. Students from the
Humanities Cluster College are members of the cast and
crew as part of their curriculum.
The production's cast of 31 should present a problem in
itself on Joe E. Brown Theater's cramped stage. In fact,
Christopher Sly and his gang sit in the front row of seats,
watching the rest of the play, a dream sequence for them.
The play was made into a successful movie starring
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. The film appeared at
the University earlier this quarter as part of the Sunday night
Shakespeare film festival.

Miss BGSU to be crowned Saturday night
By Mary F. Danne miller
Staff Reporter
What started as a
swimsuit competition on the
beaches of Atlantic City.
N.J., has developed into the
traditional Miss American
Scholarship Pageant.
The Miss Bowling Green
State University Scholarship
Pageant is Just one of the
first steps in getting to
Atlantic City.
Sixteen
contestants,
sponsored by local or

hometown businesses,
dormitories, sororities or
fraternities, are vying for
the title. One will be crowned
during Saturday's program,
which begins at 8 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom, Union.
'TT'S THE Miss America
Scholarship Pageant, not
just a beauty contest,"
pageant producer Mark A.
Davis explained.
"It's not scholarship in
the sense that they look at
your accum (accumulative

grade point average), but in
the sense they give you
money to further your
education," he said.
Scholarships totaling $550
will be divided among four
runners-up and Miss BGSU.
The pageant contestants
are judged on talent,
swimsuit and evening gown
competition and personal
interviews as in the Miss
America Pageant. Talent
performance is 50 percent of
the total evaluation and the
other three catergories

1978
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
DANCE MARATHON
5pm. FRIDAY, APRIL 28TH
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM
•

COME SEE...

THE LARGEST CHARITY
EVENT ON CAMPUS!!
FEATURING...

BGSU JAZZ BAND...
HABEEBA
BELLY DANCERS!
PLUS!
HELIUM BALLOONS, PENNY CANDY,
SOFT DRINKS, CLOWNS, MUCH MORE!

THE PERFECT WAY
TO SPEND
LTL SIBS WEEKEND!!!!

^
*/

make up the remaining half.
"THE PAGEANT is not
for everyone," Gilger indicated.
She said that it has been
"a maturing process" and
she has "grown more in one
year than in four because of
the pageant." It has been an
outlet for personal selfdevelopment because of her
contact with the public, she
added.
The University pageant is
"the only totally student-run
pageant in the state of Ohio

and one of a few across the
country," Davis said.
"PHI KAPPA PSI puts a
lot of time and effort into
this," he said, noting that it
has sponsored the event for
three years.
This pageant does not
receive funding from the
University like Ohio State
and Miami University
pageants. The money is
raised through donations and
by selling advertising for the
pageant program to local
businesses.

THE CONTESTANTS
have rehearsed for two
months.
practicing
all
phases of the competition,
from probable questions
asked in first interviews to
how the candidates should
walk, Davis explained.
In addition to the pageant
formalities,
the
music
department
implemented
song and dance features into
the show. More than a
hundred persons, contestants included, form the
cast.

Law Day
The Wood County Bar Association will be observing Law
Day 1978 on May 1 by presenting mock trials and speakers
on the theme "The Law. Your Access to Justice."
Social, civic, religious or educational groups wanting
presentations on the subject May 1-7 can contact cochairmen J. Vincent Buchanan or Maria Q. Buchanan at
457-4721 in Rising Sun.

Black music
A black-African music presentation will be given at 9
p.m. today in the Recital Hall, Music Bldg, in conjunction
with African Culture Week.
Recent Speech Synthesis Technology Applied to
Phrase-Boundary Perception and Person Perception" is
the title of a colloquium presented by Dr. Lynn A. Streeter
of Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J.,at4:30p.m. today
in 108 Psychology Bldg.

Geography falk
Don Lewis, professor of geography at the University of
Toledo, will speak on recent impressions of mainland
China at2:30p.m. May 3 in the Capital Room, Union.
The talk is sponsored by the Geography department
and the Geography Club.

Graduation
Candidates for June 10 commencement should place
orders immediately for cap and gown regalia at the
University Bookstore, Student Services Bldg.
No cash is needed at the time measurements are taken.
Graduation announcements also will be on sale at the
bookstore about two weeks before graduation.
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Sports
Imhoff and Schultze pace Falcons
By Bill Paul
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green baseball Coach Don Purvis discovered two
unlikely heroes yesterday in a 7-6 come-from-behind win over
Findlay College at Warren E. Stellar Field.
Freshman catcher Steve Schultze, making his first appearance of the season, delivered a two-out single in the ninth
inning to give freshman hurler Keith Imhoff his first career
Bowling Green win.
Imhoff, a left-hander from Ashland, relieved starter Ken
Widdel in the sixth inning and blanked the Oilers on only one
hit through the final four frames.
In one previous appearance Imhoff surrendered two
unearned runs, one hit and one walk in a single inning. The
only hit he gave up yesterday was a grounder to short which
first baseman Bob Bender beat out.
"IT FEELS GREAT,"were the first words Schultze could
muster after he banged a Denny Maag pitch up the middle,
scoring Mark Shane. The 6-1, 205-pound catcher also nailed

the speedy Tim Tagliapietra trying to steal with a perfect
throw to second base in the eighth inning.
The contest was scheduled at about 2 p.m. yesterday
afternoon. Purvis received a message from Findlay coach
Steve Mohr that the Oilers would be available for a game if
the Falcons would like to play, and Purvis Jumped at the
chance.
"It gave us a great opportunity to take a look at some of
the young kids and give some of the others a chance to play,"
he explained. "It was a good day to play so I thought I'd try to
get a game in. It's the point of the season where we've gotten
about as much out of practice as we can."
The coach's only worry was the availability of umpires,
but he called Toledo and the men in blue were able to make
the trip so it was all set. Purvis got his chance to look at his
young players under game conditions and he liked what he
saw.
"IMHOFF THREW very well. He had good control and he
threw hard. He's going to be a heck of a pitcher," he beamed.
"It was good to see Schultze get the game-winning hit and he
made a good throw to second."

Widdel, making his first start of the season, gave up six
runs and six hits in five innings, but only three of the runs
were earned.
THE RIGHT-HANDED SENIOR escaped unscathed
through the first two innings, but Tagliapietra ignited a fourrun Oiler rally when he led off the third inning with a triple
into the right-field corner.
Widdel then walked leadoff man Ken Stout and shortstop
Pat Byrne threw the ball away trying to get Tagliapietra at
the plate on an infield grounder, putting runners on second
and third with no one out.
Back-to-back singles and a throwing error by catcher
Larry Nonamaker plated across three more runs and the
Oilers had a 4-0 lead.
The Falcons came storming back with a four-run rally of
their own in the fourth to knot the score.
JIM SUSZKA doubled, Jim Vitale singled and John
Mitchell walked after a Shane pop up, to load the bases with
one out. Kevin Glasspoole picked up an RBI with a fielders

choice, Nonamaker delivered a run-scoring single.and Dana
Dowers ripped a double to right to score two more.
BG matched the Oiler's two-run fifth with two tallies inthe
sixth to again tie the game, setting the stage for Schultze's
single in the ninth.
Vitale, who collected two hits inthe game, led off the ninth
with a walk. Pinch runner Jim Dyer moved to second on a
wild pitch, advanced to third on a Shane single to left, but was
thrown out at the plate on Mitchell's bouncer to second.
Pinch hitter Chuck Black flied to left field with runners on
first and second for the second out, but Schultze, "just trying
to make contact," sent Shane scampering home with his
single to center.
The Falcons totalled their seven runs on ten hits, with
three of the safeties two-baggers. Four of the runs were
scored off Oiler ace Roger Crisp, who pitched the first five
innings. Crisp brought a 3-2 record and a 1.32 ERA into the
contest.
Findlay dropped to 6-11 on the season. The Falcons now are
16-8 with double-headers scheduled on four successive days
beginning this Friday against Mid-American Conference foe
Miami.

Netters chasing all-time record
Steve Sadler
Sports Editor
Sophomore tennis player Andy Cantrell pulled
out a Bowling Green record book last Saturday
and showed coach Bob Gill a startling statistic.
According to the book, the most wins ever
recorded by a BG tennis team was in 1924 when BG
recorded a 17-4 record.

Conference) tournament. OU has several guys in
positions where they are capable of getting a
seed,"
But Gill quickly added, "Bowling Green has
several guys in positions where they are capable
of getting a seed."
In most positions there is a conflict, so the loser
is in bad shape.
"A 5-4 match, which is what I expect, will not
help either team," he added. "The hope of both
teams is to win big."
The Falcons will be trying to make up for last
year's upset loss to the Bobcats at home. Ohio, 3-6
in the conference last season, nipped BG, 6-3 in the
MAC last season, 5-4.

But while the Falcons don't figure to better that
record against Ohio State this afternoon, they
could catch the all-time mark this weekend in
Athens for a quadrangular meet at Ohio
University.
The Buckeyes feature a pair of former Ohio
High School champions in John Gurian and Jim
Flowers at first and second singles, and Gill calls
OSU one of the top five teams on the BG schedule.

"THE GUYS who did badly last year may be
looking ahead to OU," GUI said, "that definitely
means more to us than Ohio State."

AT ATHENS, however, the Falcons should fair
better, with the stiffest competition coming from
the hosts.
"OU is very close to us," Gill said. "I consider
it to be a key match for us. One, a seeded player
gets an automatic point in the (Mid-American

Gill called the match with the Buckeyes "the
best workout we could have before a big match'.'
Also competing at Athens will be Morehead
State and West liberty.
"Morehead is one of the top teams in the Ohio
Vallev conference," Gill assessed. "They beat

Eastern Kentucky 6-3. That's our only common
opponent."
The Falcons also beat Eastern Kentucky 6-3.
Gill admits knowing little about West Liberty.
"We don't know much about them, but I expect
them to be our weakest opponent of the weekend.
And I don't like surprises," he said.
MEANWHILE, GUI hopes for better weather
than the Falcons have seen so far.
"I just hope we have a calmer day," he said.
"Wedo not want to get rained out this weekend."
Inclusive of last weekend's quadrangular,
Glenn Johnson, BG's number one singles player,
holds a 15-4 record, while number two Tom Olson
stands 10-8. Number three Dave Epstein is 8-12,
whUe fourth man Brian Huf fer has a 13-5 slate, and
fifth man Steve Corey is 15-3. CantreU 15-3. Cantrell rounds out the singles with a 10-6 mark.
Johnson-Olson have a 16-3 record at the first
doubles position, whUe Huff er-Steve Trimble are
5-3 and Corey-CantreU stand 11-3.
So whUe Ohio State match has been resigned to
a good workout, this weekend could take the
Falcons a long way in breaking the ancient season
wins mark.

Tracksters in tough relay
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
Many of the best runners in the country wUl
gather this Friday in Des Moines, la., for the 69th
running of the prestigious Drake Relays.
Among them will be the Bowling Green foursome of Kevin Ryan, Bob Lunn, Steve Housley,
and John Anich to compete in the four-mile relay
and the distance medley relay.
"The Drake Relays and the Penn Relays are
probably the top two meets in the country," BG
coach Mel Brodt said. "We've been successful in
the past, it's a quality meet-it's not just for participation. If you're from the Midwest, it's 'the'
place to go."
BOWLING GREEN'S four-mile relay team in
1973, which included Steve Danforth, Bruce
Vermilyea, Craig Macdonald and Dave Wottle, se«

an American record of 16:19.6 at Drake.
Anich is coming back from a knee injury that
has hindered his performance the past few weeks,
but Brodt said, "He didn't look too bad against
Toledo. He's still not that sound, but he is still our
fourth best mUer. HopefuUy he can run a good leg
at Drake."
BG's school record in the distance medley
relay was set last year at Drake by Ryan, Anich,
Ivor Emmanuel, and Gary DesJardins.
"Drake is our gravy meet for our top runners
and we like to do weU in it," Brodt said. "It will be
touchy, but we're hoping everyone can run well."
THE FALCONS WILL send 19 others to the Ball
State Relays in an effort to improve in individual
performances and prepare for the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) meet.
"We've always entered the BaU State Relays
because the competition is good, although it's no

Drake or Penn," Brodt said. "It will give us different competition to get ready for the MAC. We
must have some drastic improvements if we
expect to place high in the conference.
"Between the 800 and the 10,000 we should be
able to score," he said. "There's a possibility in
the triple jump and the pole vault and with Jeff
Opelt in the decathlon. But we have four weeks to
do it. We have to get ready."
Newsphotoby Karen Borchers

TRACK NOTES: Coach Brodt has been chosen
by the Drake officials to serve as the University
Division Referee for the meet. Brodt said
yesterday, "It's quite an honor to have been
chosen and been fortunate the past three or four
years to have been chosen at Drake and at the
Michigan State Indoors...Bob Lunn's 14:07
national qualifying time in the 5,000 is best among
the recorded times in the MAC this season.

WHERE IS IT?-Falcon Betsy Kenniston loses sight of the ball in
women's lacrosse action versus Denison last Saturday. The Falcons
dropped a 5-1 decision to the Big Red, but rebounded with a 12-2 Victory
over Findlay yesterday. The women opened the season with a 13-3 win
over Wooster and Coach Mickey Cochrane's team now stands at 3-1 for
the season.

Men golfers set for title defense
By Dave LewandowiM
Staff Reporter
Things are not aU glum for the men's golf team as they
head into the Kent State Invitational this weekend.
Coach John Piper finds consolation in not being invited to
the Northern IntgercoUegiate Invitational.
"Not qualifying for the Northern is a disappoointment,"
Piper said. "However, we realize that in both 1976 and 1977
the eventual Mid-American Conference champion did not
participate in the Northern Intercollegiate because at the
time of selection they were not among the three best MAC
schools."
Northern lUlnois captured the MAC crown in 1975 whUe
Kent State copped title honors last year. BG finishied second
in the MAC championships a year ago and did not participate
in the Northern.

THE FALCONS enter the Kent State Invitational as
defending champions. In that event, Pat Dugan was the best
finisher for the linksmen tying for second place among the 66
participants.
"Because we weren't invited to the Northern, we intend to
approach the KSU tournament with optimism aiming to
defend our tiUe successfully," Piper said.
Four of the top six positions on the squad are filled for the
KSU tournament. Playing for the Falcons this week will be
Steve Cruse, Jeff Parsons, John Miller and Gary Treater.
Cruse was the low scorer for the Falcons in the MAC invitational earlier this week.

"A team needs to play as well as possible both rounds if
they intend to win," Piper said. "You need two or three
players close to par and in the top 10 to win. In the Toledo
Invitational we had Cruse, Spengler and Miller in the top 10
and we won the event.

COMPETING FOR the two remaining spots are Dugan,
Gary Lust and John Spengler. Dugan was the only BG player
to play in the MAC Invitational carding rounds of 81-79-160
total-

ALL THE MAC teams will be entered in the KSU
Invitational except for the three conference schools at the
Northern Intercollegiate and Northern Illinois, who are in the
middle of exams.

Sports in review
Seaver starts slow Starts
Cincinnati Reds pitching ace Tom Seaver insists that his
slow start this season is no cause for alarm.
"I'm not pitching weU, but I will," said Seaver, who has a
0-1 record three weeks into the basebaU season. "It Isn't that
the sky is falling. It's just a negative cycle. It has happened to
me time and time again. It will end.
"I know what I've been doing wrong and it's strictly
technical. Simply put, the lower half of my body has been
ahead of my top half, which is the reason why I've been
pitching high a lot."
A high fastball can be harmful to a pitcher's earned run
average. Seaver already has given up six home runs, almost

Piper and his squad naturaUy like the KSU course, saying
it's a relatively short course and fairly easy to score on.
"You have to be accurate off the tee and it could be a
putting battle to win," Piper said. Par should be around 69 or
70, but we like to go there and the course is always in exceUent condition.

From Associated Press wire reports

one third of the total 19 that he yielded last season. He has
struggled aU spring.
Seaver, who has a 3.91 ERA after 23 innings, admits he
can't remember waiting so long for a victory.

New Dandy Don
ABC's got itself another Dandy Don for Monday nights,
but this one doesn't plan to be a comedian.
"It's not a comedy out there," says Don Drysdale, newest
member of the "Monday Night BasebaU" team.
"These are people working in a profession. I didn't like to
be laughed at when I was playing and I'm certainly not going
to laugh at anybody.
"The game dictates what you talk about. If something
comes up that's comical, that's fine. You get three people in

the booth and somebody's gonna say something. But when
you start staging something like that, it Just doesn't come
off."

Nuggets try to oust Bucks
Denver is on the verge of advancing to the semifinal round
of the National Basketball Association playoffs but the
Nuggets know that getting that one last victory often is no
simple matter.
AU they have to do is ask the Washington BuUets.
Denver holds a 3-1 edge over Milwaukee in their best-ofseven quarter-final series foUowing a 118-104 victory
Tuesday night. That's the same position Washington was in
until San Antonio downed the BuUets 116-105 Tuesday night.
Both Denver and Washington wUl try to advance at home
Friday when their series continue.

Miami, BaU State and Western Michigan wUl represent
the MAC in the Northern this weekend. BaU State beat out the
Falcons for the third and final spot in the Northern by four
strokes at the Ohio State Kepler earUer this season. The two
teams wound up tied for sixth in the MAC Invitational on
Monday.
Cruse is the low golfer for BG through six tournaments
with a 76.2 average. Jeff Parsons is next in line with a 76.4
average while playing in only five tournaments. John MiUer
holds a 77.4 average through five tournaments while Gary
Treater maintains a 77.5 average, also in five matches.
Dugan holds a 77.9 average while John Spengler carries a
78.4 average in four events.

Laxer skein
ends at 12
GAMBIER, Ohio-A stubborn goalie and ten minutes of
penalties speUed disaster for the Bowling Green lacrosse
team as they lost their first game of the season here to
Kenyon, 14-12.
The Lord's goaUe Bob Liegner was credited with 29
saves in the game, which raises Kenyon's record to 6-4.
The Falcons fall to 12-1.
Kenyon struck first blood as Clay Capute scored at the
twelve minute mark. The Falcons retaliated two minutes
later with Mike Squires scoring the first Falcon goal.
Two minutes later Tom McNicholas scored to give the
Falcons a brief lead. But two Kenyon goals ended the
period at 3-2 in favor of Kenyon.
Four shorthanded goals by Kenyon in the second period
gave the hosts a 7-6 half time lead.
Then a six goal third period upped the score to 124 for
Kenyon. The Falcons made a valiant effort but feU short
to end the game for their first season loss.

